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“Standing slow clap for this masterwork by Peter Sanagan. A better, more comprehensive book

on meat and cooking has not been written. A stunning accomplishment.” --Dave McMillan and

Frederic Morin, Joe Beef A cookbook to turn passionate meat lovers into confident meat

cooks, with more than 120 deliciously meaty recipes from butcher and chef, Peter

Sanagan.COOKING MEAT is a meat-lover's guide to everything there is to know about meat,

written by Peter Sanagan--chef by training, butcher by trade--who has cooked just about every

cut of meat available. From information on sustainable, responsible farming to understanding

the different cuts of meats for sale (and what their labels really mean), Cooking Meat is an

insider's look at choosing, buying, prepping, cutting, and cooking meat.Inside are more than

120 recipes, from childhood-inspired favorites, like Meatballs, Crispy Baked Chicken Wings,

and Memphis-Style Barbecued Side Ribs, to classic comfort food, like Fried Chicken and Steak

and Ale Pie, and from elevated cuisine like Duck Confit and international favorites like Lamb

Biryani, to simple pared-back dishes like Roasted Fresh Ham. Also included are step-by-step

basic butchery techniques, as well as detailed methods for meaty challenges like stuffing your

own sausages, cooking a flawless steak, carving poultry, making bacon, and (the number one

question a butcher is asked!) roasting the perfect chicken. With a master guide for every

common cut of meat, along with the best cooking methods to pair with them (from roasting to

braising to grilling to sous viding to pressure cooking), Peter gives you the tools to determine

what type of meat you want to cook, and how to get the best results every time.In Cooking

Meat, you'll discover an invaluable reference, like a guided tour of the butcher's case, written

with one goal: to turn meat lovers into meat cooks.
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INTRODUCTIONI NEVER INTENDED TO OWN A BUTCHER SHOP. Neither did I imagine that

becoming a vegetarian would launch my food career. But that’s exactly what happened. When I

was 16, I listened to The Smiths and thought Meat really was Murder, so I told my parents I

was done with consuming flesh. My mother, like any good parent, acknowledged my right to

choose but would not make me special food. Instead, she gave me a copy of a Moosewood

Restaurant cookbook and free rein in the kitchen to make my own dinner. I ate a lot of

sauerkraut and cheddar sandwiches. After six months of iron deficiency and exhaustion, I

finally succumbed to the pleasures of a Toronto hot dog. And the rest is history.While the

vegetarianism didn’t last, my enjoyment of working in a kitchen did. I was fascinated to discover

that I could take an ingredient that just happened to be in the fridge (this was before I really

understood grocery shopping) and turn it into something that people thanked me for—all in the

time it takes to watch two episodes of The Simpsons. Something about that really spoke to me

in a way that nothing I was learning in high school did. Cooking was new, exciting, painful,

thrilling, and gratifying.Around this time my father got a contract to work in Hong Kong for two

years. The family packed up, got on a plane (the first in my life), and flew for about 8,000 hours.

Hong Kong is an enormous, populous, loud, bright, beautiful city. It is intense and magical, the

perfect place for a 17-year-old to develop an affinity for food and cooking. What struck me most

was the obvious foreignness: not only did we take ferries a lot to get around but there were

also entire markets dedicated to dried seafood and tiny fishing villages that boasted seaside

fish restaurants. There were fruits and vegetables I had never seen before. And there were

people and foods from all over the world. If my time as a vegetarian sparked my interest in

cooking, my time in Hong Kong kindled my passion for food.By the time I returned to Toronto I

knew that I wanted to try cooking professionally, and I got a job with Mövenpick, an

international marketplace-style restaurant where I learned the importance of consistency,

service, and building flavor. I made many dishes, but my favorite was Rösti (this page), a fried

potato cake made with parcooked potatoes that are grated and pan-fried in clarified butter until

golden. Served with sour cream alongside a grilled steak, it is probably one of the most

delicious potato side dishes I’ve ever eaten. But while I enjoyed learning how to make pastas,



sauces, and rösti, and to set up and prepare their garnishes, I often looked longingly at the grill

and rotisserie cooks. They were the lumberjacks of the kitchen—burly and weathered—who

cooked steaks to whatever color you wanted; seasoned pork chops with special spice mixes

they blended in the back kitchen and then grilled them until they were just pink around the

bone; and loaded the rotisserie with ducks, quails, and pork roasts and basted them with juices

that collected in the drip tray. Although I never worked that station at Mövenpick, I knew that I

wanted to end up there.I attended culinary school to learn the foundational aspects of my

trade. Proper knife skills. Internationally observed terminology. Mother sauces. Pastry work.

Many things I would never learn in a restaurant setting. Five days a week I went to school and

five nights a week I made simple everyday European dishes such as Cassoulet (this page),

steak au poivre, and Duck Confit (this page) at Le Sélect Bistro, an old-school French bistro. I

learned how to make a sausage, using parchment paper as a “skin,” and how to make a

Brandy Peppercorn Sauce (this page) consistently. I learned colors (industry speak for cooking

steaks to their desired internal temperatures). I drank good beer and wine after each shift, ate

a lot of frites, and slept very little. But Le Sélect Bistro was where I knew I wanted to be a chef.

The food was delicious but not fussy, and everyone could enjoy it. Bistro food is happiness on a

plate.From Le Sélect I made my way to Mistura to work with Massimo Capra (affectionately

known as Mass), then one of the best Italian chefs in the city. I remember watching him taste a

chicken stock that was slowly simmering on the stovetop and proclaim it “fucking delicious.”

Seeing how obviously passionate he was about the food his kitchen was producing, especially

the chicken stock—the backbone of the kitchen and the foundation for as many as 40 dishes—I

knew I wanted to work with him. I spent the next four years immersed in Italian food. I learned a

lot at Mistura, but it wasn’t until I traveled and worked in Italy that I truly understood how closely

food is related to culture, family, and the land. Slowing down, eating with friends and family,

appreciating the time you are given on this planet—these are the important things in life.I

returned to Canada with a renewed sense of why I was cooking. I changed gears and went to

work at Auberge du Pommier, a fine-dining restaurant just north of Toronto. The kitchen

brigade there was intense and fanatical, and I learned that food, and meat in particular, could

be not only cooked wonderfully but also plated so artistically that the “wow” factor stayed with

guests long after their meal was finished. The chance to take charge of a kitchen for the first

time then drew me back to Mistura, where I became Chef de Cuisine. I loved creating menu

items, like Flat Iron Steak with Bread Sauce and Roasted Cippolini (this page), and executing

the tried-and-true recipes Massimo had cultivated over the years. And then I had the

opportunity to be the Chef at The Falls Inn in Walter’s Falls. My menu was French country-

influenced, and I made dishes like Pork Tenderloin Stuffed with Radicchio and Gorgonzola

Cheese (this page), Pork and Dried Fruit Terrine (this page), and Ballotines of Chicken with

Apple and Sage (this page). I worked exclusively with the farmers in the area, and I soon

realized that Torontonians were largely missing out on the remarkable quality and variety of

food being produced by these small Ontario producers.By that time, meat cooking—more than

any other type of cooking—had become part of my soul. I thought about it daily, sometimes

hourly. I knew I wanted to continue working closely with meat and growing my career, but I

wasn’t quite sure how to do it, as I didn’t want to open my own restaurant. I returned to Toronto

to teach culinary classes at George Brown College, all the while thinking about how to express

my love of the farmland in the city. While walking through Kensington Market one day, I finally

figured out my next step. Max & Son Meat Market had been serving the community for more

than 50 years, but owner Solly Stern was ready for a break. And I was ready for mine. I saw the

For Sale sign in the window, and within a week my decision was made: I was going to open a



small butcher shop in the heart of one of the world’s greatest markets and showcase

exceptional Ontario meats and poultry. Easy-peasy, right?Opening a butcher shop has taught

me many things. I have learned how to butcher whole pigs, lambs, cows, and poultry properly

and efficiently. I have learned how to make yield tests to determine the correct selling price of a

steak. And most importantly, I have learned how necessary it is to talk to customers. By

listening to them I have been able to adapt and grow my business from one store to two plus a

wholesale division, and to make delicious prepared foods alongside our meats. I cook

differently now because of advice and recommendations from people who have been with me

since Day One. And in turn, my customers ask for advice and allow my staff and me to help

them make their meals. This is a magical connection, and this book has grown out of those

experiences.But this is not just a book for my customers. Every summer my parents host a

“fam-jam” at their house in a small town on Lake Huron, a.k.a. the Greatest Lake. My two

sisters, one brother, various in-laws and children, aunts, uncles, and cousins descend on a

three-bedroom house to talk loudly over each other, play trivia games, drink, and feast. At the

last fam-jam, I had a conversation with my brother, Chris, that has stuck with me. He and his

wife both have long commutes to work outside the city, and my sister-in-law doesn’t always get

home in time to have dinner ready for their two kids. My brother told me that at those times he

wished he knew how to cook.Me: What do you mean you don’t know how to cook?Chris: Yeah,

I can’t cook. I can make a sandwich, but cooking just eludes me.Me: What?! You’re 36 years

old. You don’t know how to cook anything?Chris: I want to know how to cook. I would take

classes if I could find good ones. It’s just that Danielle is such a good cook and she takes care

of that stuff…Me: And if she’s not home in time for dinner you make the kids sandwiches?

Chris: Yeah, they eat a lot of peanut butter sandwiches.Me (shaking my head): You really need

to learn how to cook, man.I’d been ruminating on the kind of cookbook I wanted to write for

some time. I’d spent 15 years working in restaurant kitchens and working my way up from

Garde Manger to Chef de Cuisine. So, as a chef, I had a bit of a desire to write an ego-driven

look-how-awesome-my-food-is-type of cheffy book. However, as I’ve transitioned to being a

butcher and owning my own butcher shop, I’ve developed an understanding of what my

customers want in a cookbook, which is how to buy and cook different types of meats.As a

supplier of exceptional meat and poultry from small family farms in Ontario, my company has a

culture of supplying excellent cuts, classic charcuterie, and delicious prepared foods to

restaurants and home cooks. We also strive to provide an attentive and customized service

experience. Many of my customers ask: “How do I roast a chicken?” or “What do you do with

oxtail?” Others ask: “How was this chicken raised?” or “Is this meat organic?” Still others ask: “If

I buy a whole chicken, can you cut it up for me?” These are the kind of questions that have

driven my desire to write this cookbook. I want people to feel more comfortable choosing,

buying, cooking, and eating meat—whether they’re preparing basic recipes (the best

hamburger recipe, this page) or more challenging ones (Beef Eye of Round Roast with

Mustard Sauce, this page). Above all, this book is designed to be approachable: it is a

cookbook about meat, written for my brother who can’t cook. Yet.

HOW TO USE THIS BOOKCONSIDER THIS BOOK a guide to buying, handling, cutting, and

cooking meat, one that focuses on butchery you can do at home, followed by recipes that

everyone can enjoy. My dream would be that if you are a meat eater, you will become a meat

cook after reading this book. Maybe you already know how to cook, but you want to know a

good way to break down a whole chicken. That’s here (this page). Maybe you don’t eat meat,

but you eat fish and you’re looking for a spot-on Herb Pesto to go with a roasted sea bass.



That’s definitely here too (this page). Maybe you don’t eat any meat products at all and think

this book is terrible. That’s ok, just use it to hold up your box spring because your bedframe is

broken—but remember, meat eaters helped you get a good night’s sleep.Whole animal

butchery, except for poultry, is something that most people will never have the means or desire

to do at home. So I’m not going to be detailing how to break down a whole steer, especially if

you just want to use the sirloin. Instead, this book will show you where the muscles are on a

carcass, and in some cases explain step by step how to break them down to recipe-sized cuts.

I find the best way to describe where muscles are on an animal is by actually comparing them

to the muscles on our bodies (i.e., shoulder to shoulder, belly to belly). Humans (a.k.a. long

pigs) share a similar musculature to pigs, steers, lambs, and goats. Once you understand

where the muscle is, you can sort out the best method of cooking it. Meat cooking is a

language many of us have forgotten how to speak and, in most cases, never even learned in

the first place. Even in restaurants where butchery was once commonly practiced, most of the

steaks, chops, cutlets, and sausages you order are now purchased already portioned. I know

of only a handful of restaurants that bring in whole animals and butcher them, and they’re only

able to do it because they have ever-changing menus, which means they can create dishes to

use all parts of the animal. Having said that, you shouldn’t have to go to a restaurant to get a

great meat dish. Use this book to learn a bit about how to buy meat, locate a knowledgeable

butcher, and you can create your own delicious meat dishes at home.
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Ebook Tops Reader, “Great Book!. During these times knowledge of meat consumption is a

upmost priority! Cooking Meat gives the meat consumer a detailed road map in purchasing,

preparation and enjoyment of high quality meat products. Excellent addition to my library.”

Jean, “Cooking book. Good book  a lot of good food to try”
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Nick Pengelley, “If you love meat, buy this book!. Is "droolingly" a word? Because I can't think of

a better superlative for this wonderful book. This book is droolingly awesome! As in reading it

will make you drool and rush out to your nearest butcher to grab up the wherewithal to make

the wondrous recipes that Peter Sanagan describes in luscious detail. And not just recipes.

There's a ton of great stuff about where chicken, lamb, beef and pork come from. OK, we all

have a pretty good idea, but the author provides insights into where and how the best poultry

and livestock in Ontario is raised. There's also a ton of stuff on cuts of meat, and how to cut it

and tie it for cooking (something I can never get enough advice on, despite watching numerous

Youtube videos). And did I say everything is beautifully illustrated?I made the Palleron steaks

recipe last night - even the kids, who turn up their noses at anything not from a can - were

coming back for more. I could go on, but seriously, if you love cooking meat and eating meat,

buy this book! And if you're a vegetarian, look out, Peter Sanagan might convert you.”

Michael Stewart [javaadvantage], “Great recipes, educational, and entertaining!. As format

goes, this is my ideal cookbook. It combines educational content, along with mouth watering

recipes and beautiful illustrations. To top it off, Sanagan has an entertaining and easy-to-read

style which injects just enough humor to make this a pleasure to read.The book starts with

some extremely useful content on how to buy meat, decrypting the confusing array of labels

and grades and giving you advice on how to actually interact with your butcher. This is followed

by some instruction in basic butchery techniques, and cooking techniques, as well as a handy

table which maps the ideal cooking methods for each cut of meat.While I love the upfront

'theory', may people will jump right to the recipes, which comprises the bulk of the book. The

recipe section has chapters dedicated to common animals, such as Chicken, Pork, Beef, Lamb

and a more general Game section. There are also chapters focused on Offal, Sausages and

Charcuterie and Side Dishes.Like the book itself, each recipe chapter starts out with

information on the focus, such as how the animals are raised, breeds, different cuts, and how

to shop for the animal. Recipes are beautifully illustrated and easy to follow. All the recipes I've

tried so far have been delicious!Overall an excellent book which will get a lot of mileage in our

household for years to come!”

LilyMaureen Cavin, “Breakfast Television, Toronto, Ontario (Foody Fridays). Peter Sanagan

was a guest on Breakfast Television, Toronto, Ontario.He was introducing his new book. I love

BBQ'ing, and trying different cuts of meat.Figured this book will be an excellent addition to my

kitchen.”

Cheryl, “Fantastic book. Beautifully produced with stunning, clear photos. Excellent

descriptions and easy to understand. From the point of view of butcher, one can understand

the cuts of meat and how to prepare them and then indulge in some excellent recipes. Highly

recommend.”

The book by Peter Sanagan has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 44 people have provided feedback.
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